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Engineering systems focus: gives emphasis to complex 
systems that not only have critical technological components, 
but also have significant economical and socio-technical level 
interactions, going beyond traditionally defined engineering 
disciplines.

The following specific fields were identified as the initial focus 
areas, on top of which an integrative anchor program will be 
developed: 

– Engineering Design and Advanced Manufacturing

– Transportation Systems

– Sustainable Energy Systems

– Bio-Engineering Systems

MIT-Portugal Program 



PhD and Masters programs

• PhD:
• 3-4 years 

• 1 year of classes in either modular-intensive or traditional term-
length format: varies by program

• International program: all materials, lectures and activities in English

• Teaching by Portuguese and MIT faculty (in person and distance 
learning)

• Most students do 12-18 months research at MIT and have MIT co-
advisor

• Master programs:
• 1 year programs mostly for professionals

• Comparable to first year of PhD lectures plus additional activities



Our knowledge-creation model



A systems approach – the 
ENERGY and MOBILITY 
SOFTWARE
– Intelligent networks, smart grids
– New vehicle energy paradigms
– Better integration, the individual as an 

actor of the energy system

Energy: the challenge ahead

Present
Future

Alternatives
Do “nothing” status quo

Reduce demand
– Improve efficiency
– Demand Side Management 
– Pricing mechanisms

New Energy Sources and 
Technologies
–wind, solar, biomass, geothermal…
–nuclear, tar sands,…



A demand oriented approach 
The energy system in São Miguel
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Azores  energy strategy for 2018

• Goals for all Azores
– 75% of renewables on electricity production
– 40% of renewables on primary energy (electrification of other sectors)

• Plan (for São Miguel)
– 3MW Geothermal by 2010
– 9MW Wind by 2011
– 10MW Geothermal by 2013

• Questions
– Another 10 MW Geothermal after 2013?
– Storage system?
– How to use biomass?
– Is this enough? What else?

Green Islands Project



“Green Islands Project”

The project goal – Design for 
Sustainability:

• Reduce fossil fuel dependence
together with GHG, and create value 
and jobs building comparative 
advantages through Engineering 
Design and Systems Thinking. 

• ISLANDS CONSTITUTE A PERFECT 
LIVING LAB TO TEST SOLUTIONS FOR 
OUR “ISLAND EARTH”

Pólo de 
Competitivida
de e 
Tecnologia da 
Energia

SGC Energia | Grupo SGC
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• 2007 Electricity Demand

Electricity Demand - São Miguel 
(EDA, December 2007)

The main challenge



Why is this a challenge?

The Cost-Effective and Implementable Transition

to a “Green Island” Requires…

• A detailed understanding local energy resources
… including their daily, seasonal, and inter-annual variability

… where and when they best fit the current

and future energy system

… where, when and under what circumstances

renewables complement or conflict one another

• A detailed understanding for

energy service needs
… including detailed energy demand patterns, both

behavioral and technological

… economic, demographic and other trends affecting demand

… understanding the technology and its interaction with people

Hourly Electricity Demand,
Mainland Portugal
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Partnering for a New Energy Economy
• Understanding the Islands’

Energy Needs and Supplies
• Understanding energy in space and time

• Developing a full understanding of local resources

• Developing New Ideas for Future
Islands’ Economic and Energy
Needs and Options
• Future electricity supplies, inlcuding energy storage
• Exploring new transportation options,

including electricity
• Looking at ways to reduce energy use, including

innovations in buildings and construction

• Partnering to Implement this New Energy
Economy for the Azores

• Develop new innovative demonstration and pilot projects that
launch a new generation of energy businesses

Green Islands: 

Developing the Knowledge and Tools for Real Change



The MIT-Portugal Sustainable Energy Systems

SES Focus Area is developing its research and educational

initiatives to fill in this “meso-scale” (minutes-to-months,

buildings-to-regions) as cost and emissions effectiveness

at these scales will

inform policymakers

and industry of local

and national oppor-

tunities for trans-

formative “energy

pathways.”

By definition, SES

activities must involve

government and

industry and

integrate new re-

search with new

educational offerings.

MPP Sustainable Energy Systems

Time and Space Map



Gaps of modeling tools on other 
dimensions
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New generation of modeling 
tools
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How does TIMES model SES



Hybridize TIMES with other tools

Electric Grid Response

Energy Efficiency 
Measures

Transportation Fleet 
Evolution

Incentives

Real Options



Scenarios with efficiency policies



Strategy for 2018 
MIT PortugalLocal Agents



AMBITION FOR SOME PILOT PROJECTS 

BASED ON MIT-PORTUGAL RESEARCH



AZORES: A SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS

LIVING LAB



Paradigm ChangeTHE ENERGY INTERNET
THE NEXT REVOLUTION

Transmission Network

Distribution Network



The challenge

The “secret” is that they need to 
cooperate, they are not working alone

Renewables

Transp.

Buildings



The future – Intelligent Energy Networks, 
the energy software revolution



The future – Intelligent Energy Networks, 
the energy software revolution



THE AZORES ARE COMMITTED 
TO SUSTAINABILITY

...  DEMONSTRATING EUROPEAN PATHWAYS TO SUSTAINABILITY 

A MAJOR LIGHTHOUSE FOR EU, PARTNERSHIP IS WELCOME.

ISLANDS ANTECIPATE THE FUTURE


